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The 1)evelorn of a Strata to Tm lement he Use of
Computer -miste ____DA_AAILAJL_Tnotructiatv1WnwitColle

Introduction: Desire for Innovation

In recent years educators have been under fire from individuals

within their own ranks, from the public, and from students.

The vocal critics have claimed that educators have not been

living up to minimal expectations. The critics have pointed to

a lack of achievement, an irrelevant curriculum, and a high

dropout rate during a time when there has been a general

explosion of knowledgeil

This is not to say that educators have not listened to and

acted upon such charEes. Innovative programs have increased

sharply over recent years primarily in response to the growing

frustration of and demands placed by the community. 'But these

innovative programs have not enjoyed much succesN, and there

seems to be very little follow-up once these programs begin.

Probably one of the most salient reason^ for such failure is

the inadectinte planning and preparation for introducing such

innovation-.1.

One educational innovation which is receiving national

attenticn and which is being implemented sit sere community

cel3cres, -2 well a5 at song univerritis and public schools,

is computer-i7sitcd instruction (CAT). Over the next few

yr,n-s the 1:lufrltional TPzt5r1,47 Service will be evaluating two
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CAI projects, including the PLATO Project at Kennedy-King

College, a public junior college in Chicago. Assuming that

computer-assisted instruction in itself is an effective

teaching medium, the implementation strategy used to make this

project successful takes on an even more significant role

because it may decide the fate of CAI. The implications posed

by CAI are tremendous, for a relatively inexpensive CAI system

(such as the PLATO system) that can be shown to help students

learn could be implemented by nearly every educational

institution.2

This p%::er will focus on how the political prL2ess operates

in education, how innovations may best be implemeLted, and how

a strategy has evolved for implementing computer-assisted

instruction at Kennedy-King College.

Political Process in Education

The political process operates in education as well as in

any other system. David Easton defines "politics" as the

"'authoritative allocation of values which have become widely

desired lnd the explicit goals of public policy.' "' Authori-

tative allocaticns represent the governmental actions, decisions

or policies which serve as outputs of the system, while the

values vnd roal2 nre the inputs. There come in the

form of d..)m-Inds and strportr. The demando are the life-blood

of th,1 1,.eopt:70 tho:, tho system to make decisions

in favc- of c?lanre, The supportr; or recourses in the cystem

seek to nnintlin hrneostanis. On the basis of these inputs,

set; or -, r*liciey or decis5on: are made which are either

accepted, ri);;pcsod or mo,lifiod by thP public and which return
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again as inputs in sort of a feedback loop.

Depending on the frame of reference, organizations either

seek change because of internal and external conflict or they

seek equilibrium by taking a course of least conflict. Perhaps

organizations seek to maintain a balance between change and

order. Although the pervasive resistance to change serves

as a system support by helping to maintain stability, the

desire or compulsion to change serves as a system demand

helping to generate new life.

_yste12lannjimtanne to Change_ztsa
An organization is such because people within the organization

have shared ideas and goals; to maintain their organization so

it can function effectively, norms and rule's are developed

which the members agree to follow. It is not surprising then

that there is usually resistance to change once an organization

becomes established. All customary and expected ways of behaving

are almost sacrosanct among those who follow such prescripts;

and because these feelings are shared by most members in the

organization, they cannot be changed easily. Even leaders

must confcrn to organizational, norms in order to retain a large

following and to maintain their position.

Personality theory also sugzests that individuals tend to

resist chanre. The effects of primacy and retension of

oririnal attitudes are very strong so that in many cases

inlividuals who have a long-standing attitude do not hear

what they dirrree with. Alst, the way in which irdividuals

fir:It successfully cope with a situation sets a persistent

pattern. Repetition, or fixed-in responses, tends to persist

over time no that the familiar is the preferred.
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When individuals are frustrated or insecure, there is an

inordinate desire on their part to hold onto the past and to

be fearful of experimenting with new approaches. Unfortunately,

it is at such times that taking such risks would be a may to

solve the problems however, these risks are often too difficult

ts. try and may cause more anxiety.4

2YEIMM221121141inDSMIAV Process

Although the principles derived from personality and

social theory suggest that homeostasis is a very powerful

force against change, complacency is not a tolerable situation,

and the gountervailirg desire for the new experience may be

just as basic.

The long-range goal of an organization should be to become

sufficiently viable to adapt continuously to its changing

environment and to its irternal forces in order to help improve

the extent to which it accomplishes its intended goals or

carries out its functions, Such "self-renewal" fosters

innovation.5

The innovative process according to Ronald G. Havelock's

rational problem-solving model of chance purports that problems

can be solved throwt logical planning. Beginning with an

initial dintvrtance which may rean pre; are from within or

from without an organi2ation or a crisis situation, there should

follow resTonsivo, nctivitien includirg: 1) deciding

to meet the need for dealing' with the disturbance; 2) defining

the problem; 3) searching for possible solutions; and
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4) applying a possible solution to the need.
6

If there is not

satisfaction that the problem is solved, the cycle is repeated.

not egy___f or Chan=

It is the role of the change agent to facilitate planned

change or planned innovation. Planned change occurs via a

"deliberate process which is intend s to make both acceptance

by and benefit to the people who ar., changed more likely. "?

If an organization is to achieve self-renewal, the change

agent should use his expertise to hIlp members of the organiza-

tion help themselves. He should not do the work for the

participants or else the success and longevity of the innovation

will become too dependent on him. Thus his expertise, not his

position, must be the primary bass of his influence.

Almost anyone may serve as a change agent in his organization,

though some positions may be more relevant and auspicious than

others. Some examples of people who might serve as change

agents in education include curriculum coordinators, directors

of federal programs, school consultants, continuing education

instructors, and sometimes counselors, teachers, parents and

students.
8

Dependir (.1 the kind of problem or disturtance, the

eharrre arenlt may take on differing roles. He may serve as a

catalyst trying to pressgre the system to make changes. He

ray serve as a sclutier-civers in thlt7 role, tho chancre agent

must kncm when and how to nffer his solution and how to help

(thez-, wo.... thy ,inr-1 n' rervil-) adr,nt the

volution fo +h(Nir rcedc. He May f;erve. as A resource-Linkers
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in this capacity, the change agent brings needs and resources

together. These resources may be funding, information on

solutions, diagnostic skills, formulation and adoption of

solutions, and expertise on the process of change itself.

The change agent may serve as a process-helpers in this case,

he uses his expertise of knowing how change comes about to

show his clients how to recognize and define their needs,

diagnose problems, set objectives, acquire relevant resources,

select Lr create solutions, adapt and install solutions and

evaluate solutions to decide if they satisfy their needs.9

The change agent as a process-helper may very well be in

the best position to effect on-going change. This is not to

say that the process-helper cannot also play any of the other

change-agent roles: these roles are not mutually exclusive.

The change agent should be able to recognize and utilize

six distinct stages towards the adoption of educational

innovations. These include; 1) building a relationship;

2) diagnosing the problem; '") acquiring relevant resources;

4) choosing a solution; 5) gaining acceptance of the innovations

and 6) stabilizing the innovation and generating self-renewal."

Building a Relotionship

It is nest to impossible to effect change, to compel someone

to do somethinr, unless you have the authority to do so, or

uninss knrw the person well enough to know his needs and

his problems and to have a relationship of mutual respect.

In zhort. trr c.:11n7c, arynt should build a positive relationohip

with his ',:liertn. he must know the people with whom he will
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wcrk and those people and groups to whom his clients are

related. He should build relationships particularly with

people who are influentials, opinion leaders, and gatekeepers.

He should be credible and respectable, friendly and familiar,

and rewarding and responsive. Ideal relationships are recipro-

cal, open, realistic, and non-threatening.

Being either on the inside or the outside of an organization

has advantages and disadvantages. The change agent working

from within knows his organization, speaks its "language,"

understands its norms, identifies with its goals, and is

a familiar figure: however, he may lack th; proper perspective

and special expertise, and he may have difficulty redefining

his role if necessary. The change agent working from the

outside can begin with no preconceptions, with ell objective

perspective, with spacial expertise, and he can be independent

of the power structures on the other hand, he nay be retarded

as an outrider lacking the knowledge and vested concern of

those on the inside.

Did gnosis

Durin the diagnosis stage, the change agent should help

his clients articulate their needs. A problem should be

identified and defined in such a way that the change agent

and his clients can work rationally towards its solution.

An alterrative approach would be for the change agent and his

client~ to identify opportunities, or potential areas for

chancel this ray be a more positive approach. On a more

reneral level, the change agent should attend to the question

of how well the organization's "subsystems" are working

together and whether or not there are enough adequate and
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capable structures within the system for achieving the system's

goals.

Resources

Obtaining the right resources can help the change agent

throuf!hout each stage in the process, 1.1. for diagnosis,

awareness, initial evaluation of the problem-solving ideas,

trial demonstration, post-evaluation, installation of the

innovation, and maintenance. Writt(-) sources on the problem

and potential solutions would help to give an overview as

would irformation from an expert. Evaluation data on similar

innovations and observations of "live" examples would also be

useful.

Choosing a Solution

In choosing a solution, the change agent should pull together

his resources into a summary statemont which is relevant to

the setting and which states implications for actions. Possible

solutions should be questioned as to their feasibility, 1.1.

their benefit, practicability and diffusibility. Sometimes

brain:terming with clients can achieve a synthesized new idea

for solvintf a problem.

Gainirp Acceptan^e of the Innovation

The steps involved with cetting clients to accept on innova-

tion in^lude developinr an awareness of the innovation, then

an intorect in it, evaluation of it's potential, trial

derorIttntien, nricpti1.4n 71nd firal2y interraticn into the system.

The change nrent should be flexible and sche7:atie. Individuals

should be encouraged to make personal commitments but not

pressured; they should to allowed to progress through nll phftces
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in the sequence towards integration and encouraged to discuss

their doubts. Giving encouragement means asking the appropriate

questions.

Another approach is to use key people to diffuse the

innovation throughout the organization. Here those opinion

leaders who accept the innovation have the responsibility to

pass it on to followers by word or by example. The change

agent can help this process by introduding the change, by

dealing with potential opponents, by bringing the innovation

to the attention of the organization's leaders, and then by

letting the leaders lead the way to acceptance.

Insofar as communication is concerned, using the right

medium is important. Person-to-person contact would be best

for legitimizing and reinforcing the decision by individuals

to try the innovation. Conferences and workshops could prove

an enjoyable experience for those taking part if the participants

come away with new ideas, problems, findings, solutions, and

skills which ray lead to diffusion. The change Agent must

use the style and media with which he is most adept.

Stabilizir7 the Innovation and Generating Self - Renewal.

At this point in the proses, the change agent cannot just

be content to rest on his laurels. He must ensure the continuance

of the use cf the innovation. This may mean offering continued

reward".', routinilntion and contin'aed adaptation capability.

GPreritirff 491^ rcar-,%nrwal cnrl^tty rmcr.r.: that the change anent

shoOd teach his clients to be change agents for themselves.

Perhaps it would be a rood idea for the orrnnization to

estriblish its own chnniwo ngency, 11
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Implementing Computer-assisted Instruction

Medium: PLATO

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is used to help individual-

ize instruction so that a student may study a CAI lesson at

his own pace and in his own style. A CAI learning station

or terminal ac viewed by the casual observer consists of a

box-like structure with a TV-like screen which displays the

learning material, questions, student responses and feedback

and a keyset which allows the student to answer or ask questions.

The terminal is hooked up to the computer.

A powerful CAI system, such as the PLATO system developed

at the University of Illinois, is very much qualitatively

different from other nedia in terms of its adaptability to

various instructional roles. "It an combine content and process

with evaluation, decision making, and record keeping. It is

potentially test, text, teacher, remedial specialist, audio-

visual specialist, guidance counselor, and administrator

wrapped into one coherent system. n12
The student can interact

with the system by receiving immediate feedback bAsed on his

particular response, and the computer can store and use an

enormous amount of irformaticn about hir past and present

porforarnc.

Keepirg these characteristics of a C41 system in mind, it

is not too diffic.ult to envision an edur--tional institution

in whicq, studerts :11:c all their courses on the computer.

A teacher who feels threatenri by any nttPmpt at encroachTont
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on his domain has reason to fear that his work might be eliminated

by a machine. even a teacher who has a liberal and open-minded

approach to teaching may feel threatened by the fact that more

and more of our daily life is being controlled by the computer.

At the same time many teachers find it easier to shrug off CAI

as just another technological teal in a lonF list of disappf%inting

failures. They have been bombarded with n11 sorts of audio-

virusl devices and Fro ramped materials which have not lived

flr their fantastic premises.

On the othmr hard, sn effective CAI sTstem can be very

beneficial to the teacher if it can be shown to be a valuable

teaching tool when used y him to help his students learn.

It is fair to assume that a teacher gauges his own effectiveness

pad ct:Irreter-e in part en the bases of his students' attitudes

towards the course and on their perforrance on tests. Also,

the use of CAI can alleviate the teacher's need to spend a

great deal of time giving drill, practice and remediation and

thus allow the teacher more time to use his creative talents

more effectively.

Settthz-1 Knrinnlif-Kinr I'n1 lasso

Kennedy-Kin Collilgo, a marmificent stone structure located

on the south side of Chico n, is one of eight campuses of the

City Colle7on of Chicar:o. Kennedy-King is a public, two-year

ear -malty ecilc whir has had an nper-doer, tuition-free

policy. Its clients cmirrise nrproximltnly 8,000 people who

are alro3t all Black :Ind poor and who live in the inner city.
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Characteristically, the students are disadvantaged academically,

many having great difficulty with the basic skills of reading,

writing and arithmetic. It is not unusual for students in a

Freshman English class to be studying the ute of proper grammar.

The students are very much like those who attend other

community colleges in that they either cannot afford to go

away to college, do not want to, have poor high school academic

records, or desire less than four years of higher education.

Jencks and Riesman hive maintained that community college

faculty are not very innovative or inclined to use new kinds

of instruction, that many were public school teachers who took

enough evening courses to earn a Master's Degree and who are

uninterested in research, and that many are' much more interested

in their own welfare than that of their students." Although

these observations ray have had some credibility ten years

ago, it would be grossly unfair and inaccurate to make.such

charges today. Community colleges have taken advantage of the

abundant supply of teachers by selecting highly qualified

people. Alsc, higher salaries commensurate with those paid

by the four-year institutions have helped attract good teachers.

At Yonn.ldy-Kin7 Collere there are a sizeable number of teachers

with doctorates and teachers with credentials from the prestige

oolleces and universities throughout the country.

AstannttL9(=111_22v,,1^r-^n+ lnd

The implementation strategy was initiated in the spring of

1971 by the vice chancellor for faculty and instruction of
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the City Colleges of Chicago and the directors of the PLATO

Project at the University of Illinois in Urbana after a series

of discussions about the potential use of PLATO in the City

College system and about the City Colleges serving as a test

site to ascertain the feasibility and effectiveness of PLATO

in the community colleges. It was agreed that the University

of Illinoi would eventually provide some 84 student terminals

(learning stations) at no cost to several of the City College

campuses with special preference given to Malcolm X and

Kennedy-King Colleges followed by Wright College and the

Dawson Skill Center. By September 1971 several City College

instructors were awarded special fellowships to learn how

to design lessons for PLATO. By the bcinning of the fall

semester 19,2, a director of the PLATO Project for the City

Colleges was appointed and three of the instructors who had

been selected to develop PLATO lessons became coordinators

at Kennedy-King, Malcolm X and Wright Colleges.

This approach is representative of the aforementioned rational

problem- solving model in that there have been many external

and 'internal pressures and a general feeling on the part of

faculty and administration that something had to be accomplished

to meet the irecwinr: need to slIccessfullr accomodate a student

clientele that was entering the community colleges lacking

b^: is aenlAmic Tkillr. CAI w thought of as one possible

solution to the pt.oblem.

Becawe of the uriv,enzy of the problr11, the wide scope of

the pro:Ic!ct, and tho : =serious implicationz mioed by CAI, the
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Project's staff have been mostly concerned with building

relationnhips and gaining acceptance of the innovation.

Their particular strategy has been oriented towards research,

development and diffusion.

This "R, D & D" implementation strategy sets forth several

assumptions: 1) that there is a rational sequence in the

evolution and application of an innovation which includes the

research, development and packaging of the innovation before

any mass dissemination: 2) that the planning would be on.a large

scale over a long period of time: 3) that there would be a

division and coordination of labor to achieve the goal: 4) that

the clients (in this case, particularly the faculty) would

accept and adopt the innovation if it were offered in the

right place at the right time in the right form: and 5) that

the high initial cost (in this case,' particularly for the state

of Illinois, the federal government and the National science

Foundaticn) prior to dissemination would be necessary for

long-term benefits in efficiency and quality of the innovation

and for its suitability for mass disbemination.14

Some of the tactics employed by the City Colleges in implementing

CAT followed rrovon "R, D & D" tactics including: 1) an

experimental demonstration of the systnn for faculty and

adminintrntion to E:how the potential of the innovation; 2) an

evaluation of a forerun-r TTdel's rvccosn at the University

of I114i- in Ur';nna (PLATO III): 3) discusciers with potential

faculty 11-r,rz iheut the ncerlf; of their students and how C:I

can hnlp than rnet these needs; 4) successive approxination

whereby the innovation is rradually shared into a useful

product throuf:h a long series of informal evaluations and



redesigns both for hardware (PLATO equipment) and software

(PLATO lanfuape and lessons) : 6) the translation of the

technical aspects of CAI into an understandable medium for

its users; and 7) the packaging of CAI lessons into a form

that can be best used by the faculty and their students."

Gaining* kecentance of the Innovation

The PLATO Prcject at Kennedy-King College has progressed

very well since its beginning on November 28, 1972 when

several terminals were installed in the Resource-Skills Center.

During the 1972-73 academic year, faculty members were given

an opportunity to view PLATO demonstrations and to interact

with specific PLATO lessons. Some instructors actively

participated in learning how to design PLATO lessons, in

developing new lessons, and in evaluating lessons in their

field. Pour instructors were awarded released time from their

teaching responsibilities to develop PLATO lessons in their

teaching discipline.

Team Apprctch

City Colleges of Chicago has worked closely with the

University of Illinois in Urbana. During the 1972-73 acodemic

year, the Univerrity of Illinois offered two courses to help

develop interest in PLATO among City College faculty; most

session:: wf,n, held at City College campuses, primarily at

Kennedy-n7, Thr first ocurce concentrated on teaching

lnsson ir.ri TT"-0?, tt,r, conrute- lan-xco. Another

course on using PLATO lessors offered instructers an opportunity
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to critically review lessons that had been developed in their

teaching discipline. Faculty members could earn graduate

credit for taking either course. Although both courses were

well-concoived, they were not well-designed. Also, the PLATO

staff of City Colleges had very little input. The Illinois

PLATO staff and the City Colleges PLATO staff now recognize

the need for more cooperation and better communication.

Another aspect of the team approach has been in organizing

lesson -deign groups for the various subject-matter fields

to be evaluated by the Educational Testing Service, particularly

English ani mathemitics and to a leezer extent biology and

chemistry. The EnglIch and rathematics groups have been made

up of fric'17ty from the 77nlvp,,rity of Illinois in Jrhana,

City P^1.7n:cr of Chicago, and rarua.nd College (a community

college lon-,...ed in Champairn-Urtana).

During the 19,2-73 academic year each lesson-design group

met eeverll times to decide what lessons would be mcst useful

to the clienta and which would be bent suited for presentation

on PIA.TO. During the fall s-e'nester 1973 both the English and

mathemltico groups spent more time obtaining opinions from

pctent5a) liers on what lesions would meet their student:"

needs and nlicwed then more of a collaborative role in curriculum

develnpripIt. There was a dintirot shift in emphasis from

the dovolcr-ent of a leazon j ^ the

ten dor1c7nent of ief-7=1. The feelin:s of "here is what

we 1,1vp rv.-dno fnr you," "wP will tellch you low to orn,--rnm

ycur rwn 1Prrom," and "tell us what we can do for you': hlve

been joined by "let'ci decide curriculum together" and even
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"let's develop lessons together." Logically, this may be

a better approach since it can be assumed that those who

are actively involved in a project will use its product.

The PLATO community at large has taken a greater role in

suggesting hardware and software features and in receiving

consultation on programming problems and techniques by using

a PLATO lesson called "notes."

Preliminary Results

The fall semester of the 1973 -71+ academic year was the

first time.inetructors had the opportunity to have their

students use PLATO on nore than an experimental basis. PLATO

usage by students had been delayed before the fall of 1973

to allow more time for lesson development and revision, for

the faculty to see PLATO demonstrations, for engineers and

systems programmers at the Univertity of Illinois to work out

technical difficulties, and for the censtruction of more

PLATO terminals. Students in some classes in biology, chemistry,

physics, English and mathematics (GED) spent many hours

inTerictIrr with PLATO lessens during the 1'111 semester. A

copy of a typiesl weekly PLATO schedule is in the appendix.

Stud ont

To heir determine PT/4.TO's acceptability by Kennedy-Kirov

studc..ntr.:, copier-, of a trIrsticnnair en "Students'

PLATO Fv.111,1,tinn" (spe appnrdiY) wnre di7trn-uted nnot-r:

ci:11(int77, in nlnyr,n P7 v7.71 o- ,s5ve3y. Fy

January 2, 19741 the PI ,PTO office received completed forms
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from 1P4 students. The results were highly enthusiastic.
16

Some of the findings pertinent to this study are as follows:

a) 38 of 124 respondents (30.6%) used PLATO on their
own time as well as during class. .

b) 115 of 124 respondents (92.7:0 either found their
PLATO experience "quite enjoyable" or "one of the
most enjcyable educational experiences EtheD have
ever had."

c) 115 of 117 respondents (980%) either felt PLATO
presentations were as effective as or more effective
than otl'er presentations. (66.7% found the PLATO
presentations "most effective.")

d) 88 of 119 respendents (73.9%) thought the PLATO lessons
they used were either mostly or completely clear,

e) 87 of 121 respondents (71.9%) either preferred to work
at a terminsl with another person or did not mind working
with another person.

f) 84 of 118 respondents (71.2%) felt they did either
"somewhat" or "a lot" better in class becaude of their
PLATO experience

These students listed some of their frustrations, all of

which can be rectified; technical difficultiel such as., "down"

time (when the entire system is inoperative) (15 respondents),

unnaceeptable responses which the student thought correct (11),

unclear lessons (3), and inadequate time to view lessons (3).

Significantly, -sly two students mentir.ned having typing

difficulties, specifically in tyrinr, formulas and symbols.

Only seven students mentiore_,d having ditficu].ty cperatinr PLATO.

Last3y, nineteen stnden4s indicatei they had rf% fruotrntions

Cos-errirm wLat studertr; liked r? ...:t about PLATO, twenty-two

indica+ed that they espnni1.1y aprrnciated the feedback, and

ten ren:1:!mtfi tYat PLATO cmpelled their concentration on the

m-,tf:r1.-11 they worn to 3e-rn. Some of the other positive responses
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include comments about self-pacing (11 respondents), instructional

technique (8), better understanding of classroom material (7),

simplicity of explanation (7), animation (3), humor (2), and

self-learninr; (2).

Here are a few comments by the students about what they

liked most about PLATO:

"I enjoy PLATO because he [sic 3 can give no F's, only
another chtnce."

"I don't feel like I'm just there. I'm really learning. "

"It's a great experience."

"It makes you want to go on forever."

"Everything."

Oilnetionnaire

Several instructors who had their students use PLATO extensively

during the fall semester 1973-74 were asked to complete a

questionnaire (see appendix) on their use of PLATO. Although

it would be unfair to represent their responses as statistically

significant, some of their responses are worth noting in this

paper. Of the eight instructors who completed the questionnaire,

all indinsted that they used PLATO to supplement classroon

instruction. Each of the other w'ys of 1.minc PL,TO for instruc-

tional purpnses as listed on item seven of the faculty

questionnaire wat.1 chocked by two or more instructors.

These in-tructers felt that PTATO ler.rons wore "rood" to

"emnellent," theuLt that PLM helrel their ctudents

m-leter T-7ter;n1 either "rerewhlt" (5) ra- "a let" (3). Their

frustratien wnre similar to these of their students, for they,

trot listed technical difficulties most often.
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Here are some of their favorable comments about PLATO:

"PLATO has glen students a positive attitude toward lenrning."

"I think it has provided additional dimensions which I had
not thought of (and, or) had provided a variety of examples
of certain principles with a maximum of student independence."

"Less time is needed in class to cover material."

The estinated total number of student contact hours for

PLATO usage by students of these eight instructors during thO

fall semester was over three thousand. Alltof these instructors

indicated that they wanted to use PLATO during the spring

semester as often as or more often than the fall semester.

Technical PeDert

Regardiecs of how effective the medium is or how pleased

faculty and student users are, the PLATO Project cannot

succeed unlvsz the technical aspects of the system are

working efficiently.

The PLATO system experienced much lens "down" time during

the fall semester 1973.7+ conlpared to that experienced during

the previous academic year when the system was inoperative

enough to prevent more than minimal student use. This down

time should continue to decrease until it becomes a very

minor prop' em. It should tc pointed cut that ore of the

down time is used by syzters prcf7anmer: and en7ineens to

irpfove t e:ytem.

Kennody-1:i-.7 Col3e-e, ar well crl the ctlhor nlrticirvntz 3n

the PLP.TO ry:vtem, ?, 7e hod only encurh cc-ruter lemon

stir9t!e cr "r7rT" (extended core ntcrnrt) to Eunrcntee the

Ur'M of on3y one cr tw' lorx:onf. nt lr cr" time nt nn me riic.
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Although during the fall semester 1973-74 this did not prevent

any classes from using PLATO, it did prevent students from

using different PLATO lessons at the same time. It is

anticipated that Kennedy-King College will be given more

ECS during the spring semester,

One of the more evident reasons for not recruiting more

instmetors to use PLATO has been that Kennedy-King has had

to operate with only eight terminals with aiweekly average

of only six working, Adaptations have been made to forthcoming

terminals to ensure their reliability and terminal maintenance

has improved. Kennedy-King has been promised an additional

eight terminals by the beginning of the spring semester in

February 1974, and by the beginning of March it should have a

total cf twenty-four terminals.

Recommondaticnc

The ',access of the implementation stratepy used in the

PLATO Frelect at Kennedy-King Colle7e has yielded some.irsights

into introducin: innovations in education. These insights

are c^ncerned with the fclltwing topics:

1) rersl,r11 r^r:ti-inshitse It is enseutinl that the change

ager.17 re:ritive relation5:hirs with potential users cf

the innovation. He should be open, horest and realintin,

In -3dd:1.4'1 to credible, reliale 7r.d mcrectable, he

shclild Fe frlercry. Pern7,r/3 e!-77r-nicatien e cften mere

effective than e-rm.lnicatten by letter or menv:randum, thoust

both shc.uld be :iced.
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2) pms2zliippsexslLrniton The change agent should recognize

that there will be at least scree resistance to the innovation

regardless of how helpful the innovation is purported to be.

He should understand that some resistance to change is beneficial,

for it will comma him to look at the innovation from other

vantage pointe!. nefersiveneer on the part of faculty or

adrinistration should be seen as part of the innovative process.

3) Quantum:a. The innovation should ice shaped to meet

the needs of the clients. During the demonstration phase

of introducirr the innovation, the change agent should request

and consider suggestions from those who use the innovation.

Clients and potential clients should receive recognition for

their assistance in helping shape the innovation and should be

infnr,,P1 of new dPvelprents.

4) Tnnevrn surrrt. The innovation itself must offAr

surrcrt to there wt-, will usr. it. Tf it increases the bvrders

of ttle facul-y, it will pranry not succeed.

5) 0.;.1.11t1, ,yf usPrre. Qvality of usage of the innovation is

more impertnrt thin luntity ofIHusae.e. The change arent shou3d

n^t 4'r en^rv-irT rery^r^ 'o ine the innovation. He

.11ou7d !cl.,^r-ntr-1+0 affcr"1 cn werlOn: with a fsrf pctrntinl

gote-kespors in those fields where

the innovation has greatest zpplicabilYy. 111-Ese early adopters

will eventually become chenge agents themselves Eby diffusing

the innovation omong their colleagues.

6) ImmleinfttationpaakfigotAonft. Although the (Wenn

implementation strategy prey require few changes, the change
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agent should understand that the acceptance and adoption of

the innovstien will nrobsbly necessitate chnntres in the tactics

he uses. He should expect +o make some mistakes.

Other recommendations which have specific relevance tc

CAI projects include the follcwingt

1) UsirP Use of the CAI system during the

demonstration phsse should be primarily for classes accor7snled

by their instructor. This will help szsure faculty that the

reiium iz not there to replace them. It will also encourage

new faculty users to become actively involved. Pmphasis should

be on usirs CAI as part of classroom instruction, thouch

"homework" assiErments or makeup sessions without the instructor

having to be present may also be encourssed.

2) Faculty demon:,tratic. To introduce CU tc potent:al

faculty users, a short bt efficient personal demcnstration

is in ostler which should provide: a) irfsrsatisn on OAT:

b) a sarrle CAI lessen 2hcwing some of the features of tile

system and demonstrating that CAI is not necessarily dehcv

and c) irstruction on operatirs the rsshine. Ttisn the rstential

user rhottld bes ercouraged to ints,rnct with a ins'n in his

teach= r7

3) S4:.1"4. t"-"el"41"'7, To intrcd'ise C:T to new stslent

users, ' denonstmtien cheuld b^ frIven to the c12 -s

rn a coup at the beginning of the class's first CAT session.

Then tht:, r-tl:n;onts ire their arn57nnd lencno The

dc7Tn-tr747,-,r r!hculd only or!nent on how t- the rel-hinc.
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He should reassvre the students by mentioning that no special

typing skills are required and that they should not be overly

concerned about running into difficulties while using the

machine for the first time,

4) ToyAn nrrrcnTh. Working with representatives of the

CAI system can prove helpful for developing experts within

one's own institution. Inside and outside experts can work

well together so long as communication between that remains open.

5) Curriculum develorment, Interested and capable faculty

should be given academic assignments for developing CAI

curriculum, designing new lessons, and suggesting revisions

for existing lessons. This will attract more potential CAI

users and ensure that CAI lessons are appropriate to the needs

of the students. Translation of lessons into the computer's

language could be accomplished by hiring experienced programmers.
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STUDENTS' PLATO EVALUATION

How you feel about having used PLATO can provide valuable
information for our improving PLATO lessons and the PLATOystem. Please answer these questions:

INI Wilber of resfonciehts)
. now have you used PLATO? (Check all that apply.)
laya. I am in a class that uses PLATO; the class title is
ab. I have used PLATO on my own time.
Als. I have been helped by a tutor or a friend to use PLATO.
jd. My instructor helps me while I use PLATO.

2. Have you enjoyed PLATO? (Check oz....U. one.)
kia. It is one of the most enjoyable educational experiencesI have had.

51b. It is quite enjoyable.

as. I feel neutral towards it. ("So what?")
20. My experience has been negative.

Oe. It is one of the least enjoyable educational experiencesI have had.

3. Has the material you have seen been the kind that could havebeen taught as rapidly or as completely by another mediumsuch as a lecture or a textbook? (Check one.)
78a. No, most of the PLATO presentations were most effective.
37b. Yes, the presentations could have been equally as well

presented by
.

ac. Yes, the presentations could have been more effective ifthey were presented by
,

4. Have you had time to complete lessons? (Chick one.)
Ca) All 3.2..b) Most Up) Some ad) None

5. Have the lessens on PLATO been clear? (Check one.)
ja) All dab) Most 4% c) Some .1.0) None

6. Do you prefer to work alone or together at a terminal? (Check one.)
3Y .a) Alone 111b) Together with 1 or 2 others likc) Either way
7. Has PLATO helped you do better in class? It has helped me do:
357a) A lot better 'Pi b) Somewhat better tif.c) About the same

Sf. HOW m hours have you used PLATO? (Check one.)fter44K
a] as than 1 hr. b) 1 to 3 hrs. c) 4 to 8 d) More than 8

9. What have been some of your frustrations?

10. What things have you liked most about PLATO?
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Date

FACUTY WESTMNNAIRE:

Use of PLATO during the
Semester 19 at Kennedy -R' FFIrerrege

In order to keep an on-going record of our use of the
PLATO system and to justify Kennedy-King's use of PLATO,
would be grateful if you would fill out the following

questionnaire:

(Numb Et- of rispanderfts)
I. Your name

2. Number of classes using PLATO

3. Course title(s)

4. Number of sections using PLATO

5. How are your students assisted while they use PLATO?
(Check all that apply.)

la. I help them at the terminals.

_Lb. They are nelped by a Rescurce-Skills Center tutor.

lc. One of my students serves as a tutor when anyone has trouble.

qd. The students use PLATO without any special help.

e. Other

6. How do your students use PLATO? (Check all that apply.)

41a. Each student works alone at a terminal.

AEb. Students work in small groups of 2 or 3 at each terminal.

c. Other

7. How are you using PLATO with your students? (Check all that arply.)

2La. As the sole presentation of portions of classroom instruction.
1(b. As a supplement to classroom instruction.

Sc. As an introduction to new material.

lid. For remediaticn or practice.

le. As a laboratory experience.

f. Other
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8. How many of your students have you had using PLATO
this semester?

9. How many hours has each of your students used PLATO
this semester?

10. How many of your PLATO students have filled out a
"Students' PLATO Evaluation" form? out of

41110/111MINOMMID

11. If you are a PLATO author, how many hours have you spent
this semester designing PLATO lessons?
(List any newly completed ones:

12. How have you felt about the PLATO lessons you have used?
On the whole they have been:

2. a) Excellent !Lb) Very good anc) Good d) Fair e) Poor

Comment:

13. Has PLATO helped facilitate your students' mastery of material?

La) It has helped a lot rb) Somewhat c) Very little

Comment:

14. What has been the general attitude of your students towards
PLATO? They have liked it:

s) Very much b) Somewhat c) A little d) Not at all

15. How has PLATO helped you and your students?

16. How often do you expect to use PLATO next semester?

ILO More often than for this one ab) Same as for this one

c) Less often than for this one d) Not at all

Comment:

17. What have been some of your frustrations?

18. What are your suggestions regarding PLATO's use for the
next semester?

19. How can the PLATO office at Kennedy-King serve you better?
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1
William J. Buchan, "Design for Introducing Educational

Change," Edue!ntion 91 (April-May 1971): 298.
2
The Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory (CERL)at the University of Illinois in Urbana where the PLATO computeris located has estimated the cost of the PLATO system willbe between $.50 and $1.00 per student contact hour once thePLATO system has 4,000 terminals using the computer. (Theterminals are connected to the computer at QERL by telephonelines.)

3Michael W. Kirst.and Edith K. Mosher, "Politics ofEducation," Roviw of vlucatioral. Research 39 (no. 5): 629.
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Goodwin Watson, "Resistance to Change," in corerntsfor Srcin.1 Chan, Ads Goodwin Watson (Washington, -D.C: Cooper-ative Project for Educational Development, NEA, 1967), 15-18.

5Paul C. Buchanan, "The Concept of Orranization Development.or Self-Renewal. as a Form of Planned Change," in Conce'zts
for Social Change, p. 2.
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Ronald G. Havelock, Thm CharpT Ar!ntt.s Guide to Innovationin Education (Fnp-lewood Cliffs, N.J: tducaticnal TechnologyPublications, 1973), pp. 5-6.
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9Ibid., pp. 8-9.
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Ibid., p. 11.

"Ibid., pp. 43-128.

12Ernect J. Anastasio and Judith S. Mrgan, Factr51 Tfaihitinethe 7!F c, cr (7n7!rvyt,7,rf7 in Inr..truet5c7n (Washincton, D.C: EDUCCtvi,
1972T; 33.

13christorhp-, Jnncko nnd Darid Riesman, Tho Acaer-lic
Revticn (G-1rJrm City, N.J: Doublday, 190775F724d4-485
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Haveleck, Chirmo AF-^nt's Guile, p. 161.

15iLia., p. 163-164.
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16
It should be pointed nut that the instructors of the

eleven clnr-ses were giver: the number of forms they estimated
necessary to accormocate each of their students who had been
using PLATO. The in:-tructor(71 then had their students complete
the form during class time. Fxcept for absentees, this ensured
that each, student would comrlete the form. Of the 135 forms
given to the instructors, 124 were returned completed.
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